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On the screen: Some of

On the screen: Star Wars: A New Hope
Having rescued Princess Leia from the Death Star, Han Solo's
fight is over. He is about to leave with his reward when is
visited by a wise old man.
INT. REBEL BASE - DAY
Han Solo stuffs a few rebel bath towels and bars of soap into
his space age duffle.
HAN SOLO
"May the force be with you?" What a
dork.
We freeze frame on him. On the screen - "Han Solo, played by
Harrison Ford."
Han zips up the bag and slings it over his shoulder.
VOICE (O.S.)
Hey, schmuck, hold up.
Han stops. Crap, he found me. Loud SIGH.
A short, rotund, bald man in robes, staggers into frame,
breathing heavy, clutching his chest.
HAHN SOLO
Didn’t you hear me Making me run
after you! Do I look like, Jesse
Owens?
HAN SOLO
Sorry, Dad.
Another freeze frame. On the screen - "Hahn Solo, played by
Don Rickles."
HAHN SOLO
What’s this fakakta nonsense I hear
about you leaving?
HAN SOLO
I’m sick of these loosers. All they
talk about is, "The Force," this,
the, "Rebellion," that, who gives a
crap? Do you know how long it’s
been since I’ve gotten laid?
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)

2.

CONTINUED:
HAN SOLO (CONT'D)
Let me tell you: It was a long time
ago, in a galaxy far, far away.
HAHN SOLO
What about that seven foot dog
thing?
HAN SOLO
Chewy?
HAHN SOLO
I thought you were screwing THAT. I
mean, why else would you have it
around?
HAN SOLO
I don’t...I mean. Chewy is a
dude...I think.
HAHN SOLO
I did one of those things once. Had
a goddamn a flea circus on my ball.
HAN SOLO
Dad!
HAHN SOLO
Just listen, hickey puck, you’re
not screwing this up for me. You’re
going to turn around, go back to
those morons and nail that little
bagel haired goyum princess.
HAN SOLO
But DaaaadHAHN SOLO
I don’t want to hear it! Do you
know how much money she’s worth?
You think they call her Princess
because she gives handies to
protcol droids in the alley for
five space bucks? No, she’s loaded
and I want a piece of that.
HAN SOLO
I don’t even like her.
HAHN SOLO
“Like her?” Oy vey!
Hahn gently puts an arm around his son.

(CONTINUED)

3.

CONTINUED:
HAHN SOLO (CONT’D)
Son, sometimes we have to do things
we don’t want to, that’s called,
“Life.” And sometimes we have to
slip the goy princess the old Solo
schlittle, that’s called, “Putting
food on that table.”
He slaps Han on the back of the head.
HAHN SOLO (CONT’D)
Got it, shit for brains!
HAN SOLO
Ow!
HAHN SOLO
Now go back and say “I made a
mistake, I want fight for the
Empire.”
HAN SOLO
Rebellion.
HAHN SOLO
What?
HAN SOLO
Rebellion, “I want to fight for the
Rebellion.”
HAHN SOLO
Rebellion? Empire? Who cares? Just
go back there and sweet talk that
wasp and she’ll spread just like
the Red Sea did for Moses.
HAN SOLO
I don’t know.
HAHN SOLO
Come on all hard and cool. Those
prissy bitches soak their panties
over the bad boy types. Play rough
and she’ll bend over like Ned
Beatty.
HAN SOLO
I think she digs that Luke guy.

(CONTINUED)

4.

CONTINUED:
HAHN SOLO
Listen schmendrick, those two ain’t
going to be doing shit. They’re
brother and sister.
HAN SOLO
Really! How do you know that?
Hahn throws up his hands, rolls his eyes.
HAHN
Who doesn’t know that? Listen,
don’t worry about that kid. He’s
got serious Daddy issues. His
Father is Darth Vader.
HAN SOLO
Darth who?
HAHN SOLO
Have you been paying attention at
all? He’s the shit heel in the
black helmet.
HAN
Oh...
HAHN SOLO
Let’s keep this simple, Einstein.
Go back, bang her, get her money.
HAN SOLO
Then I can pay off Jabba the Hutt?
Another slap to the back of the head.
HAHN SOLO
Jabba the- Tell that fat turd to
suck your balls. We’re opening a
titty bar on Rigel Six.
HAN SOLO
Awesome!
Hahn slaps his son on the back.
HAHN SOLO
Get in there, kid. And don’t come
back without the cash, comprende?
HAN SOLO
Got it, Dad.

(CONTINUED)

5.

CONTINUED:
Han heads back to the Rebellion and his grand destiny. Waves
at Dad, who waves back, smiles BIG.
HAHN SOLO
May the force be with
you...Asshole!
The End

